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Abstract
Welcome to the newest member of the legendary crypto dog
family. PumpShibaX has watched his elders soar to amazing
heights and is now ready for his own moonshot and to surpass
his father, Shiba.
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MARKETING & DEVELOPMENT
These funds are used to bring in more hype and have organic growth for the token. They are
also used to cover the maintenance costs of the project and the development of future utility
projects.
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BUYBACKS
Two percent of the total volume will be used to buyback and insure the chart a healthy
growth regardless of market conditions.
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REFLECTIONS
Three percent of every transaction will be redistributed in $PSHIBAX tokens to all our holders,
ensuring you get rewarded for being diamond hands.
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LIQUIDITY
This automatic protocol is here to sustain the liquidity pool and help the project economic wise.

Utility:
PumpShibaX will release its Play to Earn (P2E) blockchain game, allowing users to earn
rewards, purchase non-fungible tokens (NFTs) to use within the game.
In order to expand the PumpShibaX ecosystem, a decentralized application (dApp) will
be enhanced to implement in-app betting.

Security:
Aware of all the scams around the crypto sphere, especially the Binance Smart Chain, our
holders’ trust and safety are our number 1 priority. The contract will be audited before the presale
Our contract will be public and available to everyone who wants to read it.
PancakeSwap Liquidity will be locked for 3 months and will be extended for 5 years. We will use
the auto lock function from the Pinksale platform.
We will frequently organize AMA with the whole team to be fully transparent in front of our
community.

Join our amazing community!
https://t.me/PumpShiba_X

